The Polish Aero Club sends the nomination form of our modeller Wojciech Koszelski for CIAM Aeromodelling Scholarship (Sporting Code sec.4, Volume CIAM General Rules, Para A.14).

Yours sincerely,

Piotr Czarnecki
Secretary General
Aero Club of Poland
FEDERATION AERONAUTIQUE INTERNATIONALE

NOMINATION FORM

CIAM AEROMODELLING SCHOLARSHIP

(for applicants from the age of 16 up to the age of 21 in the year of nomination)

From NAC : Aero Club of Poland \ Aeroklub Polski
Address : ul. KOMITETU OBRONY ROBOTNIKÓW 39, 02-148 WARSZAWA
Email address: biuro@aeroklubpolski.pl
Date : 11.11.2019
Country : Poland

(only one person from a country may be nominated annually by that
candidate's National Airport Control)
(submitted nominations must include an
electronic format photograph of the
nominee)

Name of Nominee : Wojciech Koszelski
Address : ul. Kwiatowa 7, 39-300 Mielec
Email address: koszelskiw@gmail.com
Date of birth : 01.09.2002

Scholastic Accomplishments and Educational Plans (please list & continue on a separate sheet if necessary):

Graduated from Secondary School: ..Gimnazjum nr 2 w Mielcu (Mielec)
Currently attending High school: ..Zespół Szkół Łączności w Krakowie (Cracow)
Future plans- studying Mechatronic Engineering: ..Akademia Górniczo-Hutnicza w Krakowie (Cracow)

Aeromodelling Achievements up to the age of 21 (for example World or Continental Championships, National Championships, World Cups, Records, Technical Innovations. In the case of competitions, include the name, date, and location of each competition, the class and the position achieved.) (Please list & continue on a separate sheet if necessary.)

2015 FAI S European Championships for Space Models, Lwów, Ukraine, 2nd place S5B juniors
2015 FAI S European Championships for Space Models, Lwów, Ukraine, 2nd place S7 juniors
2016 FAI S World Championships for Space Models, Lwów, Ukraine 1st place S7 juniors
2017 FAI S European Championships for Space Models, Włocławek, Poland 1st Place S1A Class Junior
2017 FAI S European Championships for Space Models, Włocławek, Poland 1st Place Class S7 Juniors
2018 FAI S World Championships for Space Models, Włocławek, Poland, 1st place in S7 Juniors
2019 FAI S European Championships for space models Buzau, Romania 1st place S7 Juniors
Personal Statement: What role did Aeromodelling play in your life and what are your aspirations for the future? (One page to be written in the Nominee’s own hand and attached to this form. If written in a language other than English, then please attach a typed translation as well as the hand-written original.)

NAC Signature:

President or Secretary General of nominating FAI National Airsport Control

(must be submitted to the FAI Office by November 15)

AEROKLUB POLSKI
ul. Komitetu Ochrony Robotników 39
02-148 Warszawa
tel. +48 22 55 67 300 fax. +48 22 55 67 355
NIP 526-030-01-45
REGON 007025161 KRS 0000122672
Me and my passion

When I was in the first class of primary school, I started participating in modelling classes held in my school. Then I built my first flying model and began to learn about aerodynamics and how to build flying models. However, after 4 years attending the workshops, our modeling classes were liquidated. Afterward, I met a man who created a new modeling club. He asked me if I wanted to take part in a space models competition. I accepted his offer and it was the beginning of my participation in this type of competitions.

After my second competition, I joined the Polish national team. As a result, I started preparing for the 2015 European Championships in Lviv, Ukraine. There, in fact, I won second place in my category although it was my first start in such a contest like that.

After that, I made a lot of progress, so my performance enhanced and I achieved high results. The next year I won the Polish Championships and I knew I would participate in the 2016 World Championships which proved to be a great success as I became the World Champion in my category. My results in 2017 are the first place in 57 and the first place in 6A categories during the European Championships for space models and three gold medals in Polish Championships 56, 57, 6A categories and the first place in 57 and 556 in Polish Championships.
At 2018 I sustained the 5th junior world champion title of the 2018 world championships for space models and three gold medals in Polish championships. We all agreed for our latest achievements are sustaining at the 5th junior European Championships in Buzau, 5 won 3 junior category at Polish championships and 3rd place at F3p at Polish championships.

I have been starting in F3k to, and now planning to start in F53 category next year.

I think zero modelling and space modelling are the best way of expressing what I love doing. Therefore, I will definitely take part in the next competition in zero and space modelling which inspires me and assures that I do something useful.

I hope that in future I will study aviation and work with airplanes or spaceships. Moreover, soon certain of my life path which is to be connected with space or aviation industry.

I do believe that my experience, skills and achievements are sufficient to be considered for earning this scholarship which certainly help me make future advancement and extend the necessary knowledge.

Yours faithfully,

Bożena Koszela-Ski

11. 11. 2019
Me and my passion

When I was in the first class of primary school, I started participating in modeling classes held in my school. Then I built my first flying model and began learning about aerodynamics and how to build flying models. However, after four years of attending the workshops, our modeling classes were liquidated. Afterward, I met a man who created a new modeling club.

He asked me if I wanted to take part in a space models competition. I accepted his offer and it was the beginning of my participation in this type of competition.

After my second competition, I joined the Polish national team. As a result, I started preparing for the 2015 European Championships in Lviv, Ukraine. There, in fact, I won second place in s7 category although it was my first start in a contest like that. After that, I made a lot of progress, so my performance enhanced and I achieved high results.

The next year I won the s7 Polish Championships and I knew

I would participate in the 2016 World Championships which proved to be my great success as I became the world champion in s7 category.

My results in 2017 are the first place in s7 and the first place in s1a categories during the European Championships, and the first place in s7 and s5b in Polish Championships.

At 2018 I sustain the s7 junior world champion title at the 2018 World Championships for space models and three gold medals in Polish Championships, s5b, s9a,s4a categories.

My lastest achievements are sustaining of the s7 junior European champion title at 2019 European Championships in Buzau, I won s3 junior category at polish championships and 3rd place at f3p afm Polish championships

I have been starting in f3k to, and planning to start participating in f5j category next year.
I think aero modeling and space modeling are the best way of expressing what I love doing. Therefore, I will definitely take part in the next competitions in aeromodelling and space modeling, which inspires me and assures that I do something useful.

I hope that in the future I will study aviation and work with airplanes or spaceships. Moreover, I am absolutely certain of my life path which is to be connected with space or aviation industry.

I do believe that my experience, skills and achievements are sufficient to be considered for earning this scholarship which will certainly help me make further advancement and extend the necessary knowledge.

Yours faithfully,

Wojciech Koszelski

11.11.2019